Thank you sponsors
Thank you

- Website help
  - GSI
- Organization
  - Jacques-Charles Lafoucrière
  - Marie Herpin
  - Karine Binard

- All attendees and speakers!
European Lustre Workshop

• Major Lustre event in Europe
• Opportunities to gather European community to exchange Lustre experiences and projects, led worldwide.
• Attendance among expectation (as big as LUG '07):
  – 63 attendees
  – 27 organizations
  – 17 presentations
• This workshop will present:
  – Lustre sites: their experiences and feedbacks
  – Tools to help administrate Lustre
  – Projects and developments on their way from the major Lustre actors.
Planning

• Monday and Tuesday
  – 2 presentation sessions
  – Lunch and breaks

• Lunches will take place in Patio level
Social Event

- The social event will take place on the river boat « La Sans Souci »
- There will be a cocktail followed by a dinner and a cruise on the Seine river.

- Meeting in the hotel lobby at 19:10
- Group departure to go to the boat
- Boat is leaving at 19:45. Be there!
- Back at 23:30
Wifi

• There is free wifi access.
• Just connect to: orange
• Launch your browser
• Click on top-right button “Inscrivez-vous »
• Type you name and e-mail and that's ok
Slides

The presentation slides will be available on EOFS website
Let's start!